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Abstract. The numerical simulation of non-linear electron-positron oscillations is reported, showing the evolution
of the electric eld and the plasma number density for large amplitude disturbances. Sharp density gradients and
changes in the oscillation frequency are demonstrated, and a new analytical framework is presented to illustrate
these phenomena, particularly in the context of pulsar plasmas.
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1. Introduction
It is a well established fact that pulsar magnetospheres
must contain charged particles. Goldreich & Julian (1969)
rst showed that the space surrounding an axisymmet-
ric neutron star must contain an electron{positron (E-P)
charged separated plasma, originated at the neutron
star surface. Mestel (1971) and Cohen & Toton (1971)
extended this conclusion to non-axisymmetric rotators.
Thus, with the same approximation, pulsar E-P magne-
tospheric plasmas are driven by a dipolar low-frequency
strong electromagnetic wave with a high value of the
magnetic induction B. The dominant parameter is the
strength of the electromagnetic wave given by
 =
eA0
mc
(1)
(Da Costa & Kahn 1982; Da Costa 1983), where A0 is the
amplitude of the vector potential.   1016 at the sur-
face of the star, for B  108 T, and   106−1010 at the
speed of light cylinder (SLC) for periods Tp  3 s−33 ms.
 is related to the density of the electromagnetic energy
wem  1023 Jm−3 for B  108 T, and wem  1011 Jm−3
for B  102 T, its value at the SLC for the Crab pul-
sar. With these values it seems reasonable to assume that
the Lorentz force and its associated power PLor dominates
any other interaction in the process, allowing the single
particle approach to be acceptable in calculating particle
dynamics.
When the relativistic parameter γ grows, the power ra-
diated by charged particles starts to be of the same order
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of magnitude of the Lorentz power, and the particles start
to radiate high energy γ-ray photons. This has to be a
single particle phenomenon, due to the γ-ray wavelength.
As described in da Costa & Kahn (1997), this is a stochas-
tic radiative eect, to be taken into account in the equa-
tion of motion, which turns deterministic trajectories into
stochastic ones, the quasi-classical regime, and the E-P
plasma acquires an equivalent temperature Teq  1012 K.
As a consequence, no physical thermal eects need to be
considered, and the single particle approach is reinforced.
However this strict single particle approach may be
challenged if there are physical processes which develop
in the rest frame, and are amplied when translated into
the laboratory frame in which the neutron star is rotating.
Such eects might be associated with fluctuations of the
average speed and densities, due to the quasi-classical na-
ture of the plasma flow in the laboratory frame, which
creates random noise in the rest frame, duly amplied
there, resulting in very strong eects back in the labo-
ratory frame.
In fact a pulsar electric eld in the laboratory frame
of the order of 109 Vm−1 close to the SLC, turns into
an electric eld of the order of 1017 Vm−1 in the rest
frame (assuming a typical γ  108). Moreover, in this rest
frame, a comparatively small electric eld perturbation of
the order of 102 Vm−1 turns into a signicant one in the
laboratory frame, comparable with the intrinsic electric
eld of the rotation.
E-P plasmas are very stable to velocity perturbations
in the rest frame. For example, a perturbation of c trans-
forms to a very small disturbance in the laboratory frame,
in which γ  1 implies   1− (2γ2)−1; and therefore the
real velocity
v = c
 + 
1 + 
 c

1− 1
2γ2
(1− 2)

: (2)
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Consequently the speed of the plasma is very stable, in
the sense that it is not signicantly aected by collective
behaviour. Plasma eects in the laboratory frame come
from plasma perturbations in the rest frame, which may
be taken as the co-moving plasma frame near the SLC, an
acceptable approximation in the limit of large γ.
Previous simulations of E-P oscillations (Stewart 1993;
Gupta 1999) suggested that density spikes evolved as an
inevitable consequence of large amplitude oscillations, and
that the underlying cause of such phenomena was a basic
secularity present in the model. A discussion of this be-
haviour was presented in terms of a quasilinear analysis
of the perturbed equations.
We take a dierent approach in this paper. The sim-
ulations here reveal a qualitative similarity in the evolu-
tion of the density, but the numerical approach used here
enables any question of secularity to be avoided. The sec-
ularity observed in the earlier work (Stewart 1993; Gupta
1999) derives from the perturbative approach to the solu-
tion of the full equations, an approach which is not valid
for strongly non-linear evolution. The theoretical discus-
sion presented in this paper, describing large amplitude
behaviour, together with the new numerical analysis and
diagnostic insights, allows a physical understanding of the
basic processes to be formulated, and applied in the con-
text of pulsar magnetospheres.
This paper addresses the basic mathematical formula-
tion of the E-P cold plasma oscillation in Sect. 2, in the
rest frame of the initially unperturbed plasma. It then
proceeds in Sect. 3 to formulate the numerical algorithm
designed specically to solve the problem. Results are also
presented here, and are discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, the
implications for future research are analysed in Sect. 5.
2. Model equations
The conventional cold plasma equations describing plasma
oscillations can be written in the form
@tn + @z(nv) = 0; (3)
@tv + @z

1
2
v2

=  e
m
E; (4)
@zE =
e
0
(n+ − n−); (5)
@tE = − e
0
(n+v+ − n−v−); (6)
where @t; @z denote partial derivatives in time and
z-direction, n; v are the positron (+) and electron (−)
number density and speeds in the z-direction, E is the
electric eld in the z-direction, m is the mass of the elec-
tron, −e is its charge, and 0 is the vacuum permittiv-
ity. We shall assume throughout that the oscillations will
be one-dimensional, conned to z-direction, and aligned
with any magnetic eld in the plasma, so that the latter
does not enter the dynamical equations. Note also that (5)
and (6) are not both required, but have been quoted for
completeness. The linearised form of (4) and (6) yields the
familiar result:
@ttE + !2pE = 0; (7)
where !2p = 2n0e
2=(0m) is the plasma frequency, n0 being
the equilibrium number density of electrons and positrons.
Notice that the density equations were not used in this
derivation, and that as a consequence of this fact, and
the linearisation process, no spatial derivative was used.
Hence, n0 is not restricted to being spatially uniform. This
means that if n0 = n0(z), then taking E = A exp(i!p(z)t)
leads to n+ − n− / t@z!p from (5), implying that the
linearised perturbation model demands that there be sec-
ular growth in the number density dierence, if the plasma
is spatially non-uniform (see Stewart 1992 for further de-
tails). Of course, where a uniform equilibrium is assumed,
then the small-amplitude perturbation does not influence
signicantly the basic mass distribution, and no secular
growth results.
2.1. symmetric variables
A better insight into the plasma dynamics can be aorded
if the equations are reformulated, in order to reflect the
intrinsic symmetry of this equal mass component plasma.
Such a form of (3) to (6) can be constructed as follows.
Taking
 =
1
2
(n+ + n−)L3; (8)
 =
1
2
(n+ − n−)L3; (9)
 =
1
2
(v+ + v−)T=L; (10)
 =
1
2
(v+ − v−)T=L; (11)
 =
eT 2
mL
E; (12)
where L; T are characteristic length and time scales, then
the cold plasma Eqs. (3) and (4) can be written in non-
dimensional form
_ + ( + )0 = 0; (13)
_ + ( + )0 = 0; (14)
_ +
1
2
(2 + 2)0 = 0; (15)
_ + ()0 = ; (16)
where _ denotes (1=T )@t, and 0 denotes (1=L)@z. The elec-
tric eld Eqs. (5) and (6) can be cast in the form
0 = p; (17)
_ = −p( + ); (18)
where p = 2e2T 2=(0mL3) is the mesh plasma frequency,
squared.
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Now the small-amplitude analysis yields
_ + (0)0 = 0; (19)
_ + (0)0 = 0; (20)
_ = 0; (21)
_ = ; (22)
_ = −p0; (23)
where a subscript zero denotes the equilibrium value of a
variable, and we have assumed 0 = 0 = 0 = 0. This
gives once more
 = D exp(i!pt=T ); (24)
where !p =
p
p0, and D is a constant. Notice now that
if the plasma equilibrium is spatially non-uniform,
0 =
i!0pt
T
D exp(i!pt); (25)
showing that the derivative of the velocity dierence grows
with time. When (25) is substituted into (20) and (19),
 =
D0
i!p

00
0
+ (i!pt=T − 1)
!0p
!p

exp(i!pt=T ); (26)
 = 0 − t=(00T ); (27)
and  is constant in time, with an undened spatial varia-
tion. Hence the temporal growth in the dierence between
electron and positron speeds manifests itself as a secular-
ity in the density terms, and also by either of (22) or
(23) implies unconstrained growth in time of the electric
eld gradients, as was found earlier. (The same conclusion
is reached irrespective of which of (17) or (18) is used.)
However, this approach emphasises the role of the com-
bined velocity  and total mass density  in the evolution
of the perturbation. The secular growth of the density
terms  and  is inconsistent with either particle or en-
ergy conservation and therefore the linearised treatment
predicts unphysical behaviour for even modest inhomo-
geneity, in marked contrast to conventional electron-ion
plasmas. The full non-linear evolution contains the sat-
uration mechanism which avoids unbounded growth, in
that the quadratic terms in the velocity Eqs. (15, 16) con-
strain the evolution. Then from (15),  cannot remain
constant if  grows in time, and therefore a limiting total
velocity for the plasma must ensue, if energy conservation
is to hold. This in turn ensures that there is a signi-
cant distortion of the total mass density across the per-
turbation, and that the electron and positron fluids are
not required to be symmetrically distributed across the
disturbance. However, the linear treatment does highlight
that the initial growth in all quantities is fastest where the
density gradient is greatest. Since the problem to be ad-
dressed in this article is the large amplitude plasma oscilla-
tion, in which the number density is signicantly spatially
non-uniform, we must solve the full non-linear problem
numerically.
3. Numerical approach
3.1. Algorithm
The Eqs. (13{16) take the form
@y
@t
+
@f
@z
= g (28)
where
y =
2664




3775 ; (29)
f =
2664
 + 
 + 
1
2 (
2 + 2)

3775 ; (30)
g =
2664
0
0
0
p
3775 : (31)
The electric eld will be given via (17). Following Mitchell
& Griths (1987), we will use a Lax-Wendro type -
nite dierence approach to solve the above equations.
Assuming discrete coordinates z = mh; t = nk where
h = z; k = t, and using the notation y(mh; nk)  ynm,
we can write
yn+1m = exp(k@t)y
n
m


1 + k@t +
1
2
k2@2t

ynm
= ynm + k(g
n
m − @zfnm) +
1
2
k2@tgnm
−1
2
k2@z(A(gnm − @zfnm)) (32)
where
A =
@f
@y
(33)
is the Jacobian for the system. The electric eld term gnm
is evaluated directly from (17) by corrected trapezoidal
integration. Also, the single component in @tg is replaced
directly by substituting from (18). This leaves us with an
explicit nite dierence algorithm with which to integrate
the cold plasma equations. Note that the identical ap-
proach was used to construct an algorithm based on (3{4),
suitably non-dimensioned. The two approaches produced
indistinguishable results. Finally, in order to smooth out
noisy density fluctuations which are otherwise numerically
unstable, a simple 3-point Simpson’s rule was used to
dampen unwanted high-frequency jitter.
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Fig. 1. Initial density prole for a 10% density perturbation (n+ dotted, n− dashed)
Table 1. Parameters for density perturbation computation
mm 200 number of spatial points
n 1500 number of time steps
h 0.7 spatial mesh increment
k 0.02 temporal mesh increment
 2.5 Gaussian coecient
p 0.75 mesh plasma frequency, squared
mr 90 half-width of initial perturbation
3.2. Boundary conditions
Two approaches to boundary and initial conditions were
chosen: (i) perturbing the density, and (ii) perturbing the
velocity eld. Perturbations are conned to a sub-range
of the full spatial mesh; in other words, if the spatial
range is [1, mm] then the initial perturbation ranges over
[mm=2 − mr;mm=2 + mr]. Moreover, in order to avoid
sharp gradients at the edges of the initial perturbation,
the form of the initial disturbance across the whole range
2mr is multiplied by a Gaussian envelope.
3.3. Initial density perturbation
The initial conditions here are all speeds identically zero,
and the density of electrons and positrons given by
n(mh) = 1 z exp
 
−


m−m
mr
2!
 sin


m− m
mr

; (34)
for m 2 [m − mr; m + mr], where m = mm=2, and
n = 1 elsewhere. The values of the numerical parameters
for the calculations shown are given in Table 1.
An example of the initial density perturbation for elec-
trons and positrons is shown in Fig. 1. All initial density
proles are identical, apart from scale. The initial electric
eld is calculated to be consistent with (34).
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the positron density
from an initial 1% sinusoidal variation from unity, modi-
ed by the Gaussian envelope discussed above (z = 0:02).
It is clear that the initial disturbance is not a solution
of the equations, and the perturbation evolves in pro-
le, showing a characteristic deepening where the positron
density is depressed.
(Note that in all graphs, only 40 representative time
steps were plotted from the actual total of n; this was to
aid clarity in the plotting output.)
Figure 3 shows how the total plasma density  behaves
as a function of time, showing the tendency of the plasma
mass distribution to be non-uniform in the central regions
(although the maximum size of the perturbation is less
than 3%). For clarity, the actual proles of positron and
electron number densities corresponding to the last time
step are displayed in Fig. 4. The accompanying electric
eld plot (Fig. 5) shows the regular, stable oscillation ex-
pected of small perturbations. Note that the disturbance
leaks only marginally outside the range of the initial per-
turbation; this is the result of the diusive term in (32)
characteristic of Lax-Wendro.
Increasing the density perturbation to 10% (z = 0:2),
Fig. 6 shows the onset of markedly non-linear behaviour,
with the density prole showing sharp features evolving,
and the electric eld in Fig. 9 demonstrating a drop in the
local oscillation frequency towards the centre of the dis-
turbance, where the plasma density is substantially lower
than in the initial conditions.
Note that the number density also becomes strongly
localised at the edges of the oscillation; this is particularly
signicant in Fig. 8, where it can be seen that  becomes
a strong function of position. For clarity, the nal electron
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Fig. 2. Evolution of n+ after an initial 1% density perturbation
Fig. 3. Evolution of  after an initial 1% density perturbation
and positron density proles for this case are shown in
Fig. 7.
This non-linear evolution is also apparent in the ve-
locity. Figure 10 shows the development of , the sum
of the electron and positron velocities, as a function of
time, demonstrating that there is spatial structure in ,
underlining the earlier analysis. The dierence in species
velocity is recorded in Fig. 11, which shows the evolution
of .
3.4. Initial velocity perturbation
Setting the densities to unity, and the electric eld to zero,
the initial velocity condition is as follows:
v(mh) = z exp
 
−


m−m
mr
2!
 sin


2
m− m
mr

; (35)
for m 2 [m −mr;m +mr], and v = 0 elsewhere. Note
that here only half the period of the sinusoid is chosen, as
shown in Fig. 12. The values of the numerical parameters
for the calculations shown are given in Table 2. The evolu-
tion of the positron density for z = 0:3 is shown in Fig. 13,
in which it is evident that sharp density gradients evolve
once more, and that the central area of the oscillation has
Table 2. Parameter values for velocity perturbation
computation
mm 300 number of spatial points
n 1200 number of time steps
h 0.7 spatial mesh increment
k 0.02 temporal mesh increment
 2.5 Gaussian coecient
p 0.75 mesh plasma frequency, squared
mr 90 half-width of initial perturbation
signicantly low plasma density. Once more this leads to
a drop in the local plasma frequency, as demonstrated in
Fig. 14, where the oscillation of the electric eld is clearly
slower in the centre compared to the edges.
Finally, note that the physical values of elds, frequen-
cies and speeds are determined via the mesh plasma fre-
quency, p, and typical plasma parameters characterising
a pulsar. For example, if we assume the required typical
electron number densities for γ-ray radiation in the labo-
ratory frame as stated in da Costa & Kahn (1982), then in
the rest frame this means taking n−  1021 m−3, implying
a plasma frequency of 1011 s−1. Since
p =
2e2
0m
T 2
L3
(36)
 6 103T
2
L3
(37)
 1; (from Tables 1 and 2) (38)
and given that (8) implies L  10−7 m (assuming that
the numerical simulations yield   O(1)), then T 
10−12 s−1. As a consequence, v L=T  105 ms−1, non-
relativistic, as consistent with the model equations for the
numerical frame. Note also that the maximum electric
eld value implied by the computations and the conse-
quent dimensional analysis is approximately (from (12))
105 Vm−1.
4. Discussion
The novel aspect of the simulations presented here is that
the non-linear evolution of the plasma density causes a
drop in the local plasma frequency, which in turn aects
the onward evolution of the electric eld oscillation as a
function of position across the disturbed region. This fre-
quency drop in the centre of the oscillation region causes a
phase mismatch with the periodic motion of the charged-
particle densities, causing further evacuation of the plasma
from the slowly changing electric eld regions, relocating
it to the more rapidly changing edges. In this way, sharp
density features evolve, and eventually the mesh resolu-
tion is defeated.
The essential nonlinearity in the plasma evolution
comes from magnitude of the phase lag between the edges
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Fig. 4. Proles of n+ (dotted) and n− (dashed) for the last time step, after an initial 1% density perturbation
Fig. 5. Evolution of  after an initial 1% density perturbation
Fig. 6. Evolution of n+ after an initial 10% density
perturbation
and centre of the oscillation. A large phase dierence re-
quires a signicant change in plasma frequency at the
centre of the disturbance compared to wings, and conse-
quently, the plasma density must be substantially restruc-
tured in order to achieve this. The kinetic energy neces-
sary to transport the plasma away from the central areas
is derived either from the initial electrostatic energy in-
put or from the initial velocity distribution, prescribed in
the starting conditions for the computation. This explains
why the extent of the nonlinearity present in the evolution
scales with the initial amplitude of the disturbance.
Note that the cold plasma equations have no thermo-
dynamics which can limit the particle density, and so to
this extent the unlimited growth in density is an artice of
the model equations. This also explains why the oscillation
remains localised, and does not leak out of the initially
perturbed region (other than by numerical diusion): it is
simply a lack of both a sound speed and a Debye length in
the cold plasma model. A more advanced model would in-
corporate the requisite thermal eects which would allow
the densities to saturate in a physically acceptable way;
such a modelling approach is currently being considered
by the authors.
5. Considerations for the future
The calculations presented here are conned to the plasma
rest frame, and to 1-D electrostatic oscillations. We must
consider how to extend these calculations to a physically
more acceptable model, still in the context of the rest
frame, followed by generalisation of their implications to
the laboratory frame.
The current simulations show that density enhance-
ment does happen within this context, suggesting that
electron-positron interactions could become signicant
physical processes at the edges of such oscillations. Given
the nature of the pulsar plasma environment, the high
energy photons produced by such processes may well es-
cape the pulsar and be detected directly in the labora-
tory frame, or may possibly exchange momentum with
the plasma a whole, and produce further particle pairs.
Moreover, the isolated nature of these oscillations
oers the possibility of stochastically accelerating charged
particles, drawn from the high-energy tail of the plasma
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Fig. 7. Prole of n+ (dotted) and n− (dashed) for last time step, after an initial 10% density perturbation
Fig. 8. Evolution of  after an initial 10% density perturbation
Fig. 9. Evolution of  after an initial 10% density perturbation
particle distribution function, through particle inter-
actions with randomly phased moving electric elds
scattered throughout the neutron star plasma. Such a
Fermi process could accelerate a population of particles
to energies otherwise inaccessible by standard modelling
in this context, and may aord a possible escape from the
Fig. 10. Evolution of  after an initial 10% density
perturbation
Fig. 11. Evolution of  after an initial 10% density
perturbation
high-energy cut-o of radiation suggested by the single
particle approach. Note that the calculated peak electric
eld on the non-linear plasma oscillations (105 Vm−1),
when translated back to the laboratory frame, is much
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Fig. 14. Evolution of  after an initial z = 0:3 velocity
perturbation
greater that the typical low-frequency dipolar eld, albeit
restricted to localised plasma oscillations. This reinforces
our contention that collective eects do have an important
influence on the overall electrodynamics of the pulsar.
The present work neither takes into account the pres-
ence in the rest frame of the transformed pulsar low
frequency electromagnetic wave, nor more general elec-
tromagnetic eects, when
@tE +
e
0
(n+v+ − n−v−) 6= 0: (39)
These rest frame properties have also to be transformed
into the laboratory frame, with the inherent consequences
assessed.
Particle pseudo-trajectories in the context of the sin-
gle particle approach, calculated close to the speed of
light cylinder (SLC) using the mathematical rotating
frame of the star, show that due to radiative eects they
have a Fourier spectrum with a fundamental frequency in
the MHz domain (da Costa & Kahn 1997). This is not a
problem since the dipolar EM eld of the pulsar used in
the calculations is centered in the 200 Hz frequency, and
the two spectra cannot overlap.
However the EM eld of the star is not purely dipolar,
containing not only a component generated by rotating
charge and current density distributions created by the
plasma motion itself (da Costa & Kahn 1982), but also
a component arising directly from the rest frame eects.
This extended EM eld has a spectrum that is an ex-
tension of the spectrum discussed by da Costa & Kahn
(1985) and which overlaps with the trajectory spectrum,
and therefore resonant eects must exist between the two.
On the other hand, the plasma radiates curvature
radiation. When stochastic radiative eects are taken into
account, with the radiation of high-energy gamma-ray
photons, such radiation has to arise from individual par-
ticles, which ensures its incoherence. However the power
radiated by individual particles might be aected by col-
lective phenomena. In low frequency radiation (Boyd &
Sanderson 1969) the broadening of emission lines due to
the action of the plasma as a whole, means we have to
substitute
P (!;p; r; t) =
Z +1
−1
P (!1;p; r; t)(! − !1)d!1 (40)
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the radiated power spectrum by individual particles by
P I(!;p; r; t) =
Z +1
−1
P (!1;p; r; t)(! − !1)d!1 (41)
where (!) is the line prole function associated mostly
with collisional broadening and Doppler broadening. In
the case of relativistic plasmas (!) is the result of phys-
ical processes to be identied.
For example in the case of radiative relativistic plas-
mas the distribution function has a Teq  1012 K as seen,
but it is not centered in p = 0. All calculations so far
done (da Costa & Kahn 1997) use the radiation of individ-
ual particles without collective corrections, and therefore
P (!;p; r; t). However, there must exist a Doppler broad-
ening eect which transforms P (!;p; r; t)! P I(!;p; r; t),
due to the presence of Teq. But the distribution function
and therefore Teq depends on the characteristics of the
power spectrum law, and now such a power spectrum de-
pends on the distribution function, a very dicult stochas-
tic functional problem.
This problem is even more complicated when it is re-
alised that:
 The distribution function must depend on the non-
linear processes which happen in the rest frame trans-
lated into the laboratory frame;
 These non-linear processes are triggered by noise asso-
ciated with the radiation of the high-energy gamma-
ray photons, creating an imbalance in plasma density
and speed, and depend on the rate of radiation of pho-
tons characteristic of P I;
 The characteristics of P I may change with the
Fermi acceleration, and the distribution function with
electron-positron annihilation and production.
This original paper has begun to address the fundamental
role of collective eects in the overall physical description
of pulsar phenomena. Although the physical processes in
the rest frame may be low energy, they turn out to be
very signicant in the high energy laboratory frame envi-
ronment, giving a new meaning to the single particle ap-
proach. We propose then that the single particle approach
survives, but in a modied form, through the eects of
stochastic collective phenomena. For example, the strict
single particle radiative power spectrum will be altered by
the influence of collective acceleration mechanisms. Such
classical and quasi-classical related problems require new
approaches to establish the characteristics of the plasma
flow in pulsar magnetospheres, to be able to explain the
associated radiative mechanisms.
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